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Abstract. In this paper, we describe a dynamic texture overlay method from
monocular images for real-time visualization of garments in a virtual mirror en-
vironment. Similar to looking into a mirror when trying on clothes, we create
the same impression but for virtually textured garments. The mirror is replaced
by a large display that shows the mirrored image of a camera capturing e.g. the
upper body part of a person. By estimating the elastic deformations of the cloth
from a single camera in the 2D image plane and recovering the illumination of
the textured surface of a shirt in real time, an arbitrary virtual texture can be real-
istically augmented onto the moving garment such that the person seems to wear
the virtual clothing. The result is a combination of the real video and the new
augmented model yielding a realistic impression of the virtual piece of cloth.
Key words: ClothTracking and Augmentation, Augmented Reality,VirtualCloth-
ing
1 Introduction
Merging computer generated objects with real video sequences is an important tech-
nique for many applications such as special effects in movies and augmented reality
applications. In many cases this is time-consuming and processing is done off-line.
Real-time applications would make processing easier and open new areas of applica-
tion. We developed a method for real-time dynamic texture overlay for garments. A
single camera captures a moving person in front of a display that shows the mirrored
input image. Camera and display are mounted such that the user has the impression of
looking into a mirror showing his upper part of the body. Color and texture of the mov-
ing garment are exchangedby a virtual one, such that the user seems to wear the virtual
cloth in the mirror (see Figure 1). For that purpose we developed a dynamic retextur-
ing method for garments that estimates elastic movements of a surface from monocular
images and renders a virtual texture onto the moving garment with correct deformation
and realistic illumination.
Deformabletrackingand retexturingof surfaces from monocularsequences without3D
reconstruction of the surface encounters the problem of self-occlusions during track-
ing and realistic lighting during retexturing. We propose a real-time method based
on optical-ﬂow that can handle those problems. We address the important problem of2 A. Hilsmann, P. Eisert
Fig.1. The Virtual Mirror system replaces color and texture of a t-shirt in real time.
self-occlusions during tracking of deformations in 2D using a two-dimensional mo-
tion model to regularize the optical ﬂow ﬁeld and deﬁne smoothing constraints locally
according to the self-occlusion of a region. Occlusion estimates are established from
shrinking regions in the mesh. In order to achieve realistic lighting, we exploit the fact
thattheoriginalimagecontainsallshadowsandilluminationtoberenderedontothevir-
tual texture. Hence, shadows and wrinkles are realistically recovered from the original
video frame using a simple impainting algorithm. This enhances the realistic appear-
ance of the augmented garment. Additionally, we segment the shirt and can change the
color of the non-texturedpart of the apparel.
One important characteristic of our system is that we achieve very realistic results in
real-time with simple hardware, like a regular PC, a single camera and a display. The
deformationestimation is very robust and correct illumination and shading enhance the
realistic experience such that the user has the impression of actually wearing the aug-
mented shirt.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy sums up the re-
lated work in garment tracking and retexturing and states the contribution of this paper.
Section 3 describes our system as a whole. Section 4 explains the automatic detection
and segmentation of the shirt. Section 5 describes the tracking approachfor deformable
surfaces in monocular sequences used for garment tracking. Section 6 describes the
recovery of shading and illumination and the rendering approach. Section 7 presents
experimental results.
2 Related Work and Contribution
Garment trackingand retexturinghas been addressed lately by a numberof researchers.
Most researchers focused on multi-view systems [11], [4], [15], [19] for cloth track-
ing but little research has been done in real-time garment tracking from monocular
sequences.
Pritchard and Heidrich [11] introduced a feature-based approach to cloth motion cap-
turing with a calibrated stereo camera pair to acquire 3D. They recovered geometry
from stereo correspondences using SIFT features. Scholz and Magnor [15] presented a
method that uses optical ﬂow to calculate three dimensional scene ﬂow in a multi-view
system. They use a cloth model that is matched to the surface, minimizingthe deforma-
tion energy of the patch. Drift is countered by constraining the edge of the simulationVirtual Clothing 3
to the silhouette of the real cloth. Guskov et al. [4] introduced a multi-view real-time
system based on color-coded markers with a limited size of codewords. Their system
needs small motions and the markers have to be quite large. Scholz et al. [16] improved
upon Guskov et al. by using a color-code with more codewords using a pseudo random
colored dots pattern. The algorithm identiﬁes the exact position of colored ellipses on
the cloth by examining their local neighborhood and makes use of a-priori knowledge
on the surface connectivity. The three-dimensional geometry is reconstructed using a
multi-view setup. Their approach achieves remarkable results and can cope with fast
motion. White et al. [21] presented an extension to the approach based on a stereo-
setup to reconstruct a random pattern of colored triangles printed on a cloth. Hasler et
al. [5] used an analysis-by-synthesis approach and they, too, relay on markers in the
form of the patterned cloth. Recently, Bradley et al. [1] introduced a marker-free ap-
proach to capturing garments from sixteen views. However, their method needs some
user-assisted key-framing.
All these multi-view methods yield impressive results in 3D reconstruction. However,
theyneedsophisticatedacquisitionsetupsandhaveahighcomputationalcost.We strive
foradifferentgoal,i.e.tocreateanaugmentedrealityinreal-timewithas littlehardware
as possible. For that purpose we are interested in deformable tracking from single-view
video. Little research has been done in monocular garment tracking and augmentation.
One approach in tracking deformable surfaces in monocular sequences is to formulate
deformations in 3D [13], [18]. However, recovering 3D position and deformation from
monocular surfaces is an ill-posed problem. Another approach is to make use of de-
formation models in 2D and track the elastic deformations in the image plane. In this
case special care has to be taken considering self-occlusion e.g. if a surface is bent or
deformed in a way that parts of it occlude other parts or due to the image projection.
Furthermore, to retexture the surface shadows and illumination have to be recovered
from single images.
Scholz and Magnor [14] modiﬁed their approach for multi-view setups using the color-
code for garment tracking in monocular sequences. To recover shading maps they in-
terpolate the color coded pattern using thin-plate splines. However, their system needs
user interaction and the computation time is quite high.
White and Forsyth [20] presenteda method for retexturingnon-rigidobjects froma sin-
gle viewpoint without reconstructing 3D geometry using color markers. They limited
their method to recover irradiance to screen printing techniques with a ﬁnite number
of colors. Pilet et al. [9] proposed a feature-based method for deformable object de-
tection and tracking in monocular image sequences that uses a wide baseline matching
algorithm to establish correspondences. They continued their work by taking shadows
and illumination into account by assuming Lambertian illumination in the reference
frame [10]. Gay-Bellile et al. [3] proposed a direct non-rigid registration method and
address the problem of self-occlusions by detecting them as shrinking areas in the 2D
warp. The warp is forced to shrink by penalizing a variation in the sign of the partial
derivativesof the warp alongsome directions.A binarydecision excludesself-occluded
pixels from consideration in the error function.
Some researchers have also addressed virtual clothing scenarios [12], [17], [2]. Saito
and Hoshino [12] propose a technique to merge computer generated apparels with hu-4 A. Hilsmann, P. Eisert
manvideoby 3D humanposeestimation in off-linevideosequences.Taguchiet al. [17]
use two-dimensional plane models and the 2D shape of the garment to recover the 3D
shape. Ehara and Saito [2] proposed a texture overlay method for virtual clothing sys-
tems. The deformationof the surface of the shirt was estimated fromits silhouette in the
input image based on a pre-collected database of a number of shapes of the same shirt.
Their system needs homogeneous background and markers on the shirt. Unfortunately,
they do not take illumination into account.
In [6] we presented an optical-ﬂow based approachfor single-view video using a mesh-
based motion model together with smoothing constraints that are formulated locally
on the mesh. Self-occlusions are taken into account by weighting the smoothness con-
straints locally according to the occlusion of a region. Thereby we force the mesh to
shrink instead of fold in presence of self-occlusion.
The main contribution of this paper lies in a real-time tracking and retexturing
method for elastically deforming surfaces in monocular image sequences. The method
uses direct image information instead of features to track the deformation in the im-
age plane. The markerless tracking approach can be applied to any surface that is rich
enough in detail to exploit optical ﬂow constraints if the initial state of the surface is
known. Therefore, we combine this method with a simple detection method for ini-
tialization that is based only on a-priori knowledge of the color of the shirt and the
knowledge that there is a textured region on the shirt. Additionally, we recover illu-
mination and shadows from the original image. The new virtual texture is deformed
in real-time in the 2D image plane and relighted with the recovered shading map. The
result is a real-time system with little hardware that exchanges the color and texture of
the shirt very realistically while the person in front of the system can move freely.
3 System Overview
The system consists of a regular PC, a single camera and a display that shows a com-
bination of real video and computer generated content. The XGA-ﬁrewire camera is
mountedon top of the display and captures the upperpart of the user’s body.The place-
ment of the display and the viewing direction of the camera are chosen such that an
average sized person sees about the same as he/she would expect when lookingin a real
mirror located at the same position as the display. Lights are mounted on either side
of the display to be more independent from surrounding lighting conditions. As user
interface we use a touchscreen on which the user can modify the augmentation result
and choose between different colors and textures. In the test scenarios the user wears
a green shirt with a rectangular drawing from Picasso as textured region (see Figure 2)
to be more independentfrom the background.Our system does not require that speciﬁc
pattern. The only assumption we make is that the shirt is green and there is a highly
textured rectangular region on the shirt. Other suitable assumptions are possible. Once
the line pattern is detected all its movements and deformationsare tracked and replaced
by any virtual texture while the person can move freely in front of the display. Addi-
tionally, we recover illumination and shadows from the original image using a simple
impainting method.Virtual Clothing 5
Fig.2. Work Flow: Input image, mesh used for tracking, mirrored augmented output images (left
to right). The texture on the shirt is exchanged with a new one and the shirt is re-colored.
The algorithm consists of several parts that all run on a single PC in real-time.
Basically, we distinguish two modes. In the Detection Mode the shirt is detected and
the mesh that is used for tracking is initialized. Once the shirt is detected the system
switches into the Tracking Mode. This mode consists of several parts, that will be de-
scribed in the following sections: Shirt segmentation and image preprocessing (Section
4), deformable surface tracking (Section 5) and illumination recovery and rendering
(Section 6).
4 Shirt Segmentation and Image Preprocessing
During the Detection Mode the algorithm searches for the shirt in the image using
the a-priori knowledge of the color of the shirt and the assumption that it contains a
rectangular highly textured region. Additionally, in this mode the mesh that is used as
motion model to estimate the deformation of the texture in the 2D image plane (see
Section 5) is initialized. Duringthe TrackingMode we segment the shirt regionin order
to give it a new color. We assume that if the shirt is in the image, it is the largest area
of that color and all parts of the shirt are connected. With these assumptions we can use
a very simple but efﬁcient approach to detect and segment the shirt in the image that is
robust against illumination changes and changing background.
First, we transform all pixels in the image into the normalized RGB-colorspace which
is more invariantto changes of surface orientation relatively to the light source. We ﬁnd
thelargestblobbyevaluatingthenormalizedpixelvaluesandﬁll allholesinthatregion.
Using this very general method for segmentation ensures that all parts of the shirt are
segmented, including dark shadows or highlighted regions. During the Tracking Mode
we use this segmentation mask to recolor the untextured part of the shirt.
In the Detection Mode we proceed further by searching for a highly textured region in
thedetectedgreenregiontoinitializethemeshusedfortracking.We ﬁndandsamplethe
contoursofthe texturedeﬁningthe positionsof the bordermesh verticesand interpolate
all inner vertex position points (see Figure 2). By this method we assure that if the
texture is already deformedin the model frame, we get an idea about the deformationat
the beginning knowing the rectangular shape of the undeformed texture. The mesh and
the texture in this frame are used as model in the optical-ﬂow-based tracking method
(see Section 5).6 A. Hilsmann, P. Eisert
5 Deformable Surface Tracking
Once the shirt has been detected and the mesh has been initialized we track the tex-
tured region of the shirt in an optical-ﬂow based approach. We exploit the optical ﬂow
constraint equation [8] and regularize the optical ﬂow ﬁeld with a predeﬁned mesh-
based motion model. The best transformation can then be determined by minimizing a
quadratic error:
E =
n 
i=1

∇I (xi,y i) · d(xi,y i)+
∂I
∂t
(xi,y i)
2
(1)
where∇I (xi,y i)denotesthespatialderivativesoftheimageI atpixelposition[xi,y i]
T
and ∂I
∂t (xi,y i) denotes the temporal gradient between two images. d(xi,y i) denotes
the displacement vector at position [xi,y i]
T and is deﬁned by the motion model de-
scribed in Section 5.1. n is the number of pixels selected for contribution to the error
function, i.e. pixels where the gradient is non-zero.
The optical ﬂow equation has some requirements that have to be fulﬁlled. First, it is
valid only for small displacements between two successive frames because it is derived
assuming the image intensity to be linear. To account for larger displacements we use a
hierarchical framework.
Second, the optical ﬂow equation assumes uniform Lambertian illumination. Illumina-
tion changes are taken into account by using highpass-ﬁltered images. By that, high
frequencies like sharp edges used by the optical ﬂow algorithm are preserved whereas
low frequencies like soft intensity changes due to illumination changes are ﬁltered out
and the difference between the two frame are mostly due to motion.
The aperture problem will be addressed by the motion model and the smoothing con-
straints in the following section.
Drift is countered by using the frame, in which the mesh was initialized, as model
represented by the initial mesh. For each frame we estimate the elastic motion from
the model frame, that is warped with the previous estimate of the previous frame, to the
currentframe.Usingthis model-to-frametrackingapproachinsteadofa frame-to-frame
tracking approach avoids error accumulation in the estimation and allows us to recover
from small inaccuracies.
5.1 Motion Parameterization
The optical ﬂow equation provides one equation for two unknowns, i.e. the displace-
ment in x− and y− direction at each pixel position. To overcome this problem we need
additional constraints on the pixel displacement. Therefore, we introduce a 2D trian-
gulated regular mesh with K vertices vk,(k =1 ...K), as motion model to regularize
the optical ﬂow ﬁeld. The position of each vertex vk is given by its image coordinates
pk =[ xk,y k]
T. Each pixel pi =[ xi,y i]
T in the image can be represented by the
barycentric coordinates of the enclosing three vertices.
[xi,y i]
T =
3 
j=1
vj∈vk
Bjt(xi,y i) · vj,
3 
j=1
Bj (xi,y i)=1 , 0 ≤ Bj ≤ 1 (2)Virtual Clothing 7
Fig.3. Pixel displacement parameterization used as regularization of the optical ﬂow ﬁeld (left)
and neighborhood of a vertex in the model (right).
where Bj (xi,y i),(j =1 ,2,3) are the three barycentric coordinates of pixel [xi,y i]
T
and vj are the three enclosing vertices. With a mesh deformation, [xi,y i]
T is mapped
onto [x 
i,y 
i]
T. Thus, we are looking for a deformation of the mesh, i.e. a displacement
of each vertex vk to v 
k such that the barycentric coordinates of [x 
i,y 
i]
T are those of
[xi,y i]
T. The deformation model then yields [7]:
d(xi,y i)=
3 
j=1
tj∈tk
Bj (xi,y i) · δvj (3)
where δvj are the three vertex displacements of the enclosing triangle. Inserting the
motion models into equation (1) leads to an overdeterminedlinear equation system that
can be efﬁciently solved in a linear least-squares sense.
Additionally, we incorporate smoothing constraints for the vertex displacement ﬁeld.
This yields the following error functional to be minimized:
E =
n 
i=1

∇I (xi,y i) · d(xi,y i)+
∂I
∂t
(xi,y i)
2
+ λ
K 
k=1
wkEs (δvk) (4)
where K is the number of vertices and λ is the regularization parameter. Es(δvk) is a
local smoothing function for the displacement δvk of a vertex vk between two succes-
sive frames weighted by wk. We choose Es(δvk) to be
Es(δvk)=

δvk −
1

n∈Nk
1
dn

n∈Nk
1
dn
· δvn
2
(5)
where Nk denotes the neighborhood of vertex vk and δvn denote the neighbor-
ing vertex displacements. dn denotes the distance between vertex vk and the neighbor
vertexvn. Hereby,nearer neighborshave a higherinﬂuence on the displacementof ver-
tex vk than neighbors with a larger distance. For example, in Figure 3 vertex v 2 has a
largerimpactonthedisplacementofvertexvk thanvertexv6 duetoits smallerdistance
to vertex vk. Es(δvk) is a measure of vertex displacement deviation to the displace-
ments of its neighbors. It regularizes the optical ﬂow ﬁeld. Especially, it is necessary if
a vertex displacement is completely unconstrained by the optical ﬂow equation due to8 A. Hilsmann, P. Eisert
Fig.4. Occlusion handling. Original image, occlusion map, detail of the deformed mesh without
and with occlusion handling (left to right). Without occlusion handling the 2D mesh folds at the
occlusion boundary which leads to inaccuracies during tracking because the triangles at the oc-
clusion boundary contain wrong texture regions. Dark colors in the occlusion map mark occluded
regions.
lack of image gradient in the surrounding triangles. The less a vertex displacement is
constrained by the optical ﬂow equation the more it is constrained by the smoothness
constraint. Furthermore, deﬁning it locally on the mesh allows us to weight it accord-
ing to the occlusion of a region to overcome the problem of self-occlusion that usually
appears during deformable tracking in 2D (see Section 5.2).
5.2 Handling Self-Occlusions
2-dimensional deformation estimation in presence of self-occlusion is a very challeng-
ing problem. In the image plane self-occlusion can also appear in parts that are not
occluded in 3D due to projection. Naturally, a 2D mesh folds under these conditions
which causes inaccuracies during tracking because the mesh triangles contain wrong
texture regions (see Figure 4). This is an undeﬁned status in 2D because a texture point
cannot uniquely be assigned to one triangle in the mesh. Especially, when the surface
is unfolded again the mesh is not able to unfold having reached this undeﬁned status
in 2D. We addressed this problem in our previous work [6] but repeat it brieﬂy here
because it is essential for the robustness of the presented real-time scenario. One so-
lution to the problem of self-occlusion is to force the mesh to shrink instead of fold in
occludedregions[3]becausethe meshtracksthevisible surfaceinthe 2Dimageprojec-
tion plane. We account for the problem of self-occlusions by weighting the smoothness
constraints locally according to the occlusion of a region. In Section 5.1we deﬁned the
smoothing constraints locally on the mesh. This allows us to weight them according
to the occlusion of a region. This penalizes fold overs and forces the mesh to shrink
instead of fold as this results in a smoother deformation ﬁeld [6].
We estimate an occlusion map from shrinking areas in the deformed mesh (see
Figure4).Foreachvertexvk inthemeshwecalculatetheaveragedistancetoitsvertical
andhorizontalneighborsandscale it bytheinitial vertexdistanceinthe referencemesh:
Dk =
1
2|Nvk|Dv

n∈Nvk
 vk − vn 2 +
1
2|Nhk|Dh

n∈Nhk
 vk − vn 2 (6)
where Nvk and Nhk are the vertical and horizontal neighborhoods of vertex v k and
Dv and Dh denote the initial vertical and horizontal distances between two neighbor-
ing vertices in the regular reference mesh. By interpolating the average distances thatVirtual Clothing 9
present local mesh shrinking estimates over the entire surface we can establish an es-
timate of occluded regions in an occlusion map. The occlusion maps are used to adapt
the weight wk in equation (4) for vertex vk to the degree of its occlusion. Vertices in
occluded regions are assigned a higher weight to the smoothness constraint than ver-
tices in non-occluded regions, i.e. the smaller the distance of a vertex to its neighbors
the more its displacement is constrained by the surrounding displacements. Hereby,
we counter foldings because vertices in mesh shrinking regions are forced to behave
like their neighbors. Additionally, when unfolding the surface the increased smoothing
weight in occluded regions causes the shrunk (i.e. occluded) region of the mesh to be
stretchedbytheverticesattheocclusionboundarywhosedisplacementsareconstrained
by the optical ﬂow equation. We choose wk to be
wk ∝
1
D 
k
(7)
where D 
k equals Dk after the vector of all Dk is normalized so that the maximum of
all Dk is one and zero-valueshave been set to a value   close to zero. Hereby,we do not
adapt the weight to the smoothness constraint if the mesh expandsor shrinks uniformly,
e.g. due to a movement toward or away from the camera.
6 Illumination Recovery and Rendering
As we use a monocular video sequence without 3D reconstruction of the surface an
estimation of shading and illumination is needed to enhance the augmented reality ex-
perience. For the real-time scenario we use a green t-shirt with a texture that consists
of black curves. This allows us to establish a shading map in a very simple but efﬁ-
cient way by interpolating the texture pixels from neighboring pixels while preserving
main wrinkles and fold overs. Here, we use the fact that the real-world illumination and
shadows that should be cast onto the virtual texture are already visible in the original
image. That means, the input image exhibits the exact shadows to be rendered onto the
virtual texture in the image intensities. The idea is to determine a shading map from the
intensity of the original image after the texture lines have been removed. As we know
the position of the texture from the tracking process we can easily identify the pixels
belongingto the line pattern.We identifythe texture pixels as pixels that differ fromthe
mean colorof the pixel neighborhood.The intensities of these pixels are then iteratively
interpolated from neighboring pixels resulting in a smooth shading map that preserves
shadowsatmainwrinklesandfoldovers.Hereby,wepreservesmoothintensitychanges
that result from illumination and shading and ﬁlter out the sharp edges of the texture.
Figure 5 shows an example where the intensities are represented as height ﬁelds. The
left height ﬁeld represents the intensities of the original image. The right height ﬁeld il-
lustrates the intensities after the texture pixels have been interpolated from neighboring
pixels iteratively. It shows a smooth intensity ﬁeld that still exhibits smooth intensity
changes at wrinkles and fold overs. Finally, the texture is rendered into the real scene
using an OpenGL shader where the intensity of the ﬁltered image is used to modulate
the RGB/A texture.10 A. Hilsmann, P. Eisert
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Fig.5. Recovering shading and illumination. Representation of intensities as height ﬁelds be-
fore (left) and after (right) interpolation. The result yields a smooth intensity ﬁeld and preserves
smooth intensity changes at main folds and wrinkles.
7 Results and Application
Our system has already been tested in our lab and in public at an exhibition. In the
environment at the exhibition hall the system was tested under natural conditions like
lighting changes, changing backgroundand users unfamiliar with the system. We use a
XGA-Firewire camera with a resolution of 1024 × 768 and process 25 frames per sec-
ond. The system is robust against lighting changes and changing backgrounds. Users
can move freely in front of the system and perform elastic deformations with the cloth,
i.e. stretching and bending it. Rotation is possible as long as the texture on the shirt is
visible. Figure 2 shows the work ﬂow of the deformation estimation. The ﬁrst image
shows the input image of the camera. The second image depicts the position of the
mesh and the last two images show tracking and retexturingresults. The method is able
to recover even strong deformations and incorporating the shading maps enhances the
realistic impression of the augmented texture.
Figure 6 shows tracking and retexturing results of different deformations in the image
plane.These examplesdemonstratethat althoughthe elastic deformationis estimatedin
the 2D image plane the result is a three-dimensional impression. The ﬁrst two rows of
Figure 6 demonstrate realistic augmentation results under self-occlusion. The addition
of realistic lighting increases the perceptionof spatial relations between real and virtual
objects. This is even more visible in the second row of Figure 6 that shows a few close
ups of the virtually augmented textures demonstrating the correct deformation and il-
lumination of these textures. Note that in Figure 2 and Figure 6 also the segmentation
result is visible from the re-colored shirt.
8 Conclusion
We presented a robust real-time deformable surface tracking and retexturing approach
for monocular image sequences that is incorporated into a Virtual Mirror setup. The
system exchanges the color and the texture of a shirt while the person wearing the shirt
canmovefreelyinfrontofthemirrorandevenperformelastic deformationsofthe cloth
like stretchingand bendingor movetowardor away fromthe camera.The deformations
are estimated in the 2D image plane using an optical-ﬂow based approach and a mesh-
based motion model. By taking illumination and shadows into account we achieve veryVirtual Clothing 11
Fig.6. Real-time cloth tracking: Mesh on the moving garment (left) and virtually augmented
textures and colors. The addition of real lighting increases the perception that the cloth is truly
exhibiting the virtual texture.
realistic augmentationresults. Besides these results, one important characteristic of our
system is that it uses very simple hardware.
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